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MIOCENE

Sandy Roberts

PALEOTEMPERATURES

By Reese Barrick
University of Southern California
studies of ocean paleotemperatures
are important for increasing our
knowledge of past oceans and climates.
These studies have principally
been carried out by using oxygen isotope ratios in fossils as paleothermometers.
The oxygen-18 to oxygen-16 (180/16/0) ratios incorporated into
the shell and bone of marine animals reflect the isotopic composition and
the temperature of the seawater in which they live.
Most paleotemperature
studies have used carbonate fossils (molluscs
and certain microfossils) as the recorders of the ancient isotope history.
This method however is complicated by several problems.
The carbonate
fossil may have had the original isotopic ratio which was incorporated
into the shell while the animal was alive altered after it had died and
undergone burial.
These processes of alteration are represented by the
term diagenesis.
These diagenetic processes include overgrowth of the
fossil by calcium carbonate in the sediment which may have different isotopic ratios from the original fossil and would change the initial ratio.
Another process which changes the initial isotopic ratio is the ready exchange of oxygen atoms between seawater and carbonate atoms of the fossil.
It has been shown by researchers that using phosphatic fossils as
recorders of th~ oxygen isotope history of the ocean avoids the problems
of diagenesis.
The exchange of oxygen atoms between phosphate ions and seawater is
negligible at low temperatures
(lOO-2000C) unless biologically catalyzed
during which exchange is extremely rapid.
Thus biogenic phosphates
(bones, teeth) accurately record the oxygen isotope record at the time
of formation while preserving that record perfectly after the death of
the animal.
The next problem that must be tackled is distinguishing the temperature-composition
components of the isotopic signal.
Warm-blooded animals
such as mammals keep a constant body temperature (35-37oC).
The oxygen
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isotope ratio incorporated into the phosphate of their bones and teeth
should reflect their body temperatures as the body water of these animals
with which the phosphate is exchanging will reflect this temperature.
Any deviation from their body temperature as determined by phosphate
analysis should be due to compositional differences in the animal's
drinking water and food.
Thus by knowing an animal's body temperature
and finding the relationship between body water and drinking water we
should be able to determine the composition of the water.
Then using
this compositional factor with temperatures recorded from fish and coldblooded animals' bones phosphate collected from the same area we can
accurately determine the temperature of the water in which these animals
lived.
The Calvert Cliffs provide an ideal testing ground for this model.
There is a relative abundance of both warm-blooded mammalian fossils
(mainly whales and porpoises) and fish (bones), ray, and shark (teeth)
which can be collected in sites from known stratigraphic ranges.
Thus
we should be able to reconstruct an accurate paleo-ocean temperature
record for the approximately II-million years of Miocene time represented
by the sediments of the Calvert Cliffs.
Reese Barrick
Department of Geosciences
University of Southern California
University Park
Los Angeles, CA
90089
Ed. Note:

Reese visited the CMM in May and June and collected samples
all along Calvert Cliffs and at other local"Miocene outcrops.
He is working with Dr. Al Fischer at the University of Southern California and Dr. Y. Kolodny of Hebrew University,
Jerusalem.
Reese took the samples to Israel for analysis
immediately following his visit to Calvert Cliffs.
CLUB ACTIVITIES
Field Trip to Lee Creek Mine, North Carolina

Early in the morning on May 16 fifty club members gathered in the
parking lot of the Lee Creek Mine near Aurora, North Carolina.
We were
met by Texasgulf representative,
Becky Hyne, who saw that we signed
release forms and were issued hard hats.
The familiar yellow bus
took us several miles into the mine to our collection site.
The steep
sides of the spoil piles yielded shark teeth, including several nice
five or more inch Carcharodons, bird bones, whale vertebrae, fish, turtle
and crocodile material, and an unusual number of squalodont teeth.
Linda Arnold's seal jaw containing two molars and a canine tooth was
voted the "find" of the day.
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Field Trip to Purce state Park
On May 23, club members visited Purce state Park, a Paleocene
locale in Charles County, Maryland.
We were glad to welcome the Arnolds
from Pennsylvania and Don and Nancy Heath all the way down from Massachusetts.
We collected handfuls of sand shark teeth from the Potomac
River site as well as occasional Otodus teeth.
Casts of a Turritellalike gastropod were common and George Fonger found a nice oil fish jaw.
Mike Ellwood found a Trionyx jaw and Tom Arnold collected several crocodile teeth and some turtle material.

Field Trip to Drum Cliff and Langley

Bluff

Club members went to st. Marys County on June 13 to visit two sites
located on the Patuxent River.
The Choptank formation at Drum Point
contained shark teeth, sand dollars and many molluscs.
Ecphora and
Isognomon shells and casts were particularly abundant.
Very little
bone or vertebrate material was collected.
After lunch a few members
continued on to the home of Dr. Veitch at Langley Bluff.
There the
St. Marys formation contains many burrows from the overlaying Pleistocene
deposits.
We were able to collect both Miocene and Pleistocene molluscs
and found some very interesting crab material in the large cobbles that
~_.covered the beach.
Field Trip to Plum Point
On July 11, 28 club members led by Calvin Taylor explored the
Calvert formation south of Plum Point in Calvert County.
We were pleased
to see the Gorskis, our West Virginia members, and to welcome our youngTwo nice Carcharodon
est fossil collector, two-week old Justin McCaffery.
teeth were found including one with denticles found by Aaron McCaffrey.
Aaron's sister, Alicia, also made an exciting find, the lower molar of a
peccary (probably Cyn6rca) in pristine condition.

**************

The Taylors Move to Portsmouth
Calvin Taylor, an active founding member of our club, has just
moved to Portsmouth, Virginia.
He has promised to come back and attend
as many of our events as possible.
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NEWS FROM FIELD AND LAB
Anthony Cave discovered a partial squalodont (shark-toothed porpoise)
skeleton in a stream bed in Charles County, Maryland.
With the help of
Mike Martin the rest of the specimen was collected in May.
CMM interpreters and volunteers have been working on "the skeleton in the new
preparation laboratory and restoration is nearing completion.
So far,
fifteen vertebrae (cervicals and thoracics), nine ribs, seven teeth,
two phalanges, a scapula, ulna, radius, carpal, tympanic bulla and a
few skull fragments have corne to light.
Some of the neck vertebrae show
signs of arthritis.

Debbie Vaill and Sidney Welles discovered a partial cetothere
skeleton (baleen whale) near Governors Run, Maryland.
They collected
twenty two vertebrae, both ulnae and radii, a humerus and scapula and
lots of phalanges, carpals and ribs.
The six foot skull finally
appeared at the back of a three foot deep tunnel in the cliff.
Naturally,
it headed straight in. CMM staff and Fossil Club members spent over a
week in July excavating the skull.
The Scientists' Cliffs Superintendent
and grounds crew volunteered to load the skull on to a boat and transport
it for the Calvert Marine Museum.
The skull appears to be in excellent
condition; its thin rostrum is still intact.
We hope to mount this
specimen for display in the new CMM building.
The skull is as big, or
slightly larger than, that of Pelocetus, the largest cetothere skull
described from Calvert Cliffs.

Using a mold obtained from the Smithsonian, Steve Wallace (CMM
weekend custodian) and crew have made two sets of fiberglass Carcharodon
jaws and are starting to work on a third.
They have also cast five
complete sets of teeth.
Jimmy Langley (CMM model maker) painted one
set of jaws and teeth and then glued the realistically painted teeth
into the huge jaws.
This first set was air freighted to Japan, to be
displayed at the Suma Aquarium in Kobe.
The second set of jaws will
go to the American Museum of Natural History in New York to replace the
famous, though inaccurate, set of jaws that for so long have been on
display there.
The third set will be displayed at the new Calvert
Marine Museum building.
Dr. Patricia H. Kelley, Associate Professor of Geology at the
University of Mississippi, spent two weeks in July collecting Miocene
naticid gastropods.
Naticids, such as Lunatia and
Polynices, are predatory snails that drill holes
in the shells of their victims.
Dr. Kelley has a
National Science Foundation grant to study coevo~
lution, the process by which predator and prey
Polinices duplicatus
evolve in response to one another.
She was accompanied by Raye Anne Dickerson, a graduate student
at Ole Miss, who is studying predation on Turritella.
They would like to thank those who have
helped them during their field work, including
Dave Bohaska, Connie and Larry Smith, Elinor
Lunatia heros
Cofer, Bob Shaw, Dr. Fletcher Veitch, Torn Rymer,
Peggy and Laveille Hance.
(article submitted by
Dr. Patricia H. Kelley.
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Dr. Harry Fierstine (California Poly tech, San Luis Obispo, CA) is
~visiting the Smithsonian, CMM and Calvert Cliffs in August as part of
his continuing research on fossil and modern billfish.
He has kindly
offered to lecture about his work on billfish at the CMM on August 14.
(See schedule).

Miocene Tayassuidae
(Mammalia) from the Chesapeake Group of the MidAtlantic Coast and Their Bearing on Maririe=NOnmarine Correlation, a paper
on fossil peccaries by David B. Wright (University of Massachusetts)
and
Ralph Eshelman (CMM) appeared in the May 1987 Journal of Paleontology.
Four species of peccary from the Miocene of Maryland and Virginia are
recognized.
By comparing them with species known from land mammal faunas
of the western United States, correlations are made between the marine
deposits here and the western deposits.
Specimens found by club members
Norm Riker, Wally Ashby, and Linda McGilvery are described and illustrated.
A copy of this paper is on file in the CMM library.
Dixie Stark (University of Montana) reports that her Master's thesis
on pinaceous cones from the Calvert formation has been completed and
accepted.
FOSSIL FLORA FOUND AT BRANDYWINE
The "Baltimore Sun" reported on July 16 that a clay and silt lens
found in a gravel pit near Brandywine, Prince Georges County, Maryland,
has yielded an extensive and well preserved fossil flora.
Sycamore,
holly, grass, grape, bald cypress, moss, elm, hickory, ..
oak, black or
sour gum, walnut, alder and ragweed have been found.
Preserved leaves,
pollen, logs, anthers, catkins, nuts and seeds have been identified.
Many of the plants are extinct or are species no longer found in this
area.
The walnut is a type found only in Asia today.
The gravel and sand deposit in which the clay and silt lens occurs
is widespread in southern Maryland.
Its age has been estimated anywhere
from Miocene to Pleistocene.
The near absence of fossils in this gravel
formation (until now) has made it difficult to date.
With the discovery
of this new flora, preliminary age estimates range from four million
(early Pliocene) to seven million years (late Miocene).
A mixture of
deciduous forest and pond vegetation suggests that the deposit formed
in an oxbow lake, in a climate similar to that of present day Georgia.
ART EXHIBITIONS

AT THE SMITHSONIAN

The National Museum of Natural History is featuring two unusual art
exhibitions this month.
The first, "Dinosaurs, Mammoths, and Cavemen",
is a collection of the works by that renowned iilustrator of dinosaurs,
Charles R. Knight.
The second, "Dinosaurs Past and Present", is the
~most comprehensive exhibition of art, sculpture and models depicting
dinosaurs ever assembled.
Through this survey of the work of past and
contemporary artists, one can see how the concept of dinosaurs has
changed with the advances of paleontological
research.
Both of these
exhibitions will continue at the Smithsonian through August 31, 1987.
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PREPARATOR'S

TECHNIQUES

By Howard H. Converse,

Jr.

The question of how to preserve collected specimens that have started
to crack during shelf storage has been asked of me many times.
Following
are the latest techniques available to both professional and amateur.
All specimens should be coated with some form of consolidation chemical shortly after collection.
This prevents hairline cracks from expanding which is due to sudden temperature changes or totally drying out.
Fossil ivory sections are the worst for separation along the growth rings.
Whenever possible allow the specimen to dry before adding any protective coating.
A dry specimen can be coated with polyvinyl butyral
which is the generic trade name for Monsanto Chemicals' Butvar B-76.
This chemical is mixed with acetone and applied in a very thin watery
solution.
The only disadvantage in the use of Butvar B-76 is the quantity of crystals that must be purchased from Monsanto Chemicals at one
time - l40-pound barrels.
All solutions using acetone must be applied only to dry specimens.
Wet specimens or specimens with the smallest amount of moisture present
will not accept the sealant solution and the consolidant will not dry
clear but milky white.
It must be totally removed with acetone and reapplied when the specimen has dried.
This procedure can relax glue
joints causing damage to the specimen.
When specimens start cracking during the drying process (true with
certain river fossils), a water based glue MUST be used.
A water soluble form of this glue is currently sold in department stores, construction suppliers and hardware stores under such trademarks as Elmer's
Glue All, Flexbond, and Wilhold White Glue.
This polyvinyl acetate
material is thinned TO THE VISCOSITY OF MILK using water.
Immerse the specimen completely in
approximately two to three days or until
the specimen if it is large and porous.
air dry slowly.
Do not force the drying
heat.
Continually observe the specimen

the solution.
Allow to soak for
air bubbles stop foaming from
Remove from the solution and
procedure by using a fan or
for cracking during drying.

Polyethylene Glycol is a water-soluble wax that has been used by
archaeologists
for quite a number of years.
Its main use to archaeologists has been the preservation of very old wood (dugout canoes or water
logged artifacts).
This preservation can be used in the very same manner
as the white glue process.
Allow the specimen to soak in the solution
for several weeks and to dry slowly.
Butvar B-76 comes in white crystals that must be mixed with acetone.
A common mistake made during the mixing process is to pour the acetone
over the Butvar crystals.
This causes the crystals to cake and the acetone cannot reach most of the crystals.
Slowly pour the crystals into
the acetone with continuous stirring.
Continue to add crystals until
the proper viscosity has been reached.
It is a good idea to make the
solution much thicker than needed and thin later according to your needs.
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A very thin solution is used as a protective coating and a thicker
solution can be used as a glueing medium.
Apply with a brush which
can be cleaned after use with acetone.
Ed. Note:

We wish to thank the Florida Paleontological
Society for
permission to reprint the above article which appeared
in the December 1984 issue of the FPS Newsletter.
See
"Publications of Interest" for information about The
Handbook of Paleo-Preparation
Techniques by H.H. Converse.

THE PALEONTOLOGICAL

SOCIETY

The Paleontological
Society welcomes as members all paleontologists,
amateurs as well as professionals.
The sole purpose of the Society is
to advance the science of paleontology, and we judge that the best way
to fulfill that purpose is by having members with interests in paleontology that are as broad as possible.
Regular member:
Student member:
Subscriptions

$49.00
$36.00

(receives Journal of Paleontology)
(receives Journal of Paleontology)

to Paleobiology

For an application

are $20.00 for members
$23.00 for nonmembers

form write to Dr. Roger L. Kaesler, Treasurer
The Paleontological Institute
Room 121 Lindley Hall
The University of Kansas
Lawrence, Kansas
66045
PUBLICATIONS

OF INTEREST

Geology and Paleontology of the Lee Creek Mine, North Carolina, Vol. 2
has been published as a Smithsonian Contribution to Paleobiology.
The
entire volume deals with molluscs.
The five articles and the forward
deal with fossil nautiloids, oysters, Ecphora, pectens and the late
Pliocene~early Pleistocene mollusc fauna from the James City and Chowan
River formations.
Reference is made to Maryland fossils and some are
illustrated.
The forward by Clayton Ray and one article by Druid Wilson deal
with the nomenclature of the Ecphora.
Of particular interest to Marylanders is the fact that Ecphora quadricostata, designated their State Fossil
in 1984, isn't found in Maryland.
It was named, from a specimen from the
Yorktown formation of Virginia.
A new species Ecphora gardnerae is
erected for the typical four-ribbed Ecphora of the St. Marys formation
of Maryland.
The early illustration of Ecphora, once thought to be the
first illustrated New World fossil, was probably published in 1770 and
not in 1685.
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A limited supply of Lee Creek, Vol. 2, is available for fossil
club members at the CMM, courtesy of the Smithsonian.
They may also
be obtained by writing to Dr. Clayton E. Ray, Department of Paleobiology,
MRC-NHB-121, National Museum of Natural History, Smithsonian Institution,
Washington, D.C., 20560.
There is no charge.
It is only asked that
people requesting the volume be seriously interested in its contents
since the volume was expensive to produce.
Volume 3 (in preparation)
will deal with the vertebrates of Lee Creek.

Fossil Sharks of Maryland, by Bretton W. Kent.
This is an illustrated
field guide for the identification of fossil shark teeth, vertebrae and
coprolites.
Life-size illustrations and associated text identify characteristics of eight different morphological groups of teeth.
Identification is broken down to the jaw position of an individual tooth and species
of shark from which it came.
A brief discussion of the probable lifestyle of particular species of sharks is also given, as well as a glossary
of descriptive dental terminology and illustrated descriptions of shark
vertebrae and coprolites.
Order from:

Bretton Kent, 9779 Good Luck Road, #3, Seabrook,
Maryland
20706.
The price is $6.00 (includes
tax and postage).

Mammal Evolution, by R.J.G. Savage and M.R. Long, Facts on File Publications, N.Y., 1986. During the time span of animal evolution many mammal
species have evolved and died out.
It is these animals, along with
their successful survivors, that form the principal subject of this book.
Each group is described in detail with information on ways of life, diet
and anatomy.
Of special interest to club members may be the many illustrations used to reconstruct the animals including fossil marine and
terrestrial mammals from Calvert. Cliffs.
May be ordered from:
Science News Books, 1719 N Street, N.W., Washington, D.C.
20036.
The price is $35.00 plus $1.00 for postage and handling.

Handbook of Paleo-Preparation
Techniques, by H.H. Converse, Jr.
125 pp.,
1984.
(See article on "Preparator's Techniques".)
Order from
H.H. Converse, U. of Florida, Gainesville, FL
32611.
Cost $10.00.

Bob Wiest reports

that you may consider

sending off for the following:

Fossil Sharks, Rays and Chimaeroids of the English Tertiary Period, by
copy plus postage (11. 06 P surface, 1- 3.67 P
D. J . Kemp. 1- 1.50 pper
airmail sealed,1
1.91 p airmail unsealed) from Gosport Museum, Walpole
Road, Gosport, Hampshire P012 lNS, England.
.

